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Company: The Social House

Location: Nairobi

Category: production

ABOUT US At The Social House, we're more than just a brand; we're a testament to

Authenticity, Resourcefulness, Craftsmanship, and Sparkle. These core values are the

compass that guides every aspect of our journey, from the drawing board to the final

experience we deliver to our customers. In joining our team, you're not just taking on a

job; you're embracing an opportunity to make a real impact, to innovate within your field, and

to contribute to a legacy of excellence. We are currently seeking passionate individuals

who resonate with these ideals to become part of our dynamic team. Whether you're

crafting products, designing experiences, or engaging with our guests, you'll be empowered to bring

your unique talents to the forefront, supported by a culture that thrives on creativity and

dedication. As a member of our team, you'll work in an environment that celebrates your

individuality and leverages your strengths, encouraging you to explore new ideas and push

boundaries. Your role will be crucial in ensuring that every product, service, and interaction

with our guests reflects our commitment to quality, sustainability, and unparalleled customer

experiences. Join us, and let's create something extraordinary together, imbued with the

essence of Authenticity, the ingenuity of Resourcefulness, the dedication of

Craftsmanship, and the vibrancy of Sparkle. This is not just a place to work; it's a place

to shine, to contribute to something bigger than yourself, and to leave a mark on the world.

Job Overview The job duties of a water plant operator include working to operate and

maintain a water plant. Your responsibilities in this job revolve around monitoring pumping

equipment and ensuring proper water treatment. You are often responsible for ensuring the

proper flow of water through filtering equipment, and you may clean filters and fill treatment
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chemicals as needed. RESPONSIBILITIES Fill bottles with still/ sparkling water as required

Conducts frequent and periodic inspections of plant processes to detect malfunctions and

initiate corrective actions. Maintains accurate and complete records on plant operation

Prepare and package bottles for shipment Collect empty bottles from the production line

Inspect bottles to ensure quality standards Attach labels to bottles Sweep and clean the

bottling area Operate various pieces of equipment within the bottling & production plant

Understand the operation of on-off switches for water production equipment Have a full

understanding of automatic start-stop switches and manual jog switches Must be able to

make changeovers efficiently Have a general understanding of the equipment and its

operation  Able to make minor adjusts as needed REQUIREMENTS AND SKILLS

Knowledge of HACCP Good communication skills Able to work in a fast-paced environment

Ability to stand for long periods Ability to lift heavy objects Certificate/Diploma in Food

Production Experience in a similar role will be an added advantage   Powered by JazzHR
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